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Abstract
Accounting for the non-normality of asset returns remains
challenging in robust portfolio optimization. In this arti-
cle, we tackle this problem by assessing the risk of the
portfolio through the “amount of randomness” conveyed
by its returns. We achieve this by using an objective func-
tion that relies on the exponential of Re´nyi entropy, an
information-theoretic criterion that precisely quantifies
the uncertainty embedded in a distribution, accounting
for higher-order moments. Compared to Shannon entropy,
Re´nyi entropy features a parameter that can be tuned to
play around the notion of uncertainty. A Gram-Charlier
expansion shows that it controls the relative contributions
of the central (variance) and tail (kurtosis) parts of the
distribution in the measure. We further rely on a non-
parametric estimator of the exponential Re´nyi entropy
that extends a robust sample-spacings estimator initially
designed for Shannon entropy. A portfolio selection ap-
plication illustrates that minimizing Re´nyi entropy yields
portfolios that outperform state-of-the-art minimum vari-
ance portfolios in terms of risk-return-turnover trade-off.
Keywords : Portfolio selection; Shannon entropy; Re´nyi
entropy; Risk measure; Information theory.
1. Introduction
In portfolio optimization, it is well-known that a high
sensitivity of the optimal portfolio weights to estima-
tion errors in the parameter inputs can render otherwise
sound investment strategies largely sub-optimal out-of-
sample (see Kolm et al. 2014 and references therein).
This is in particular the case of the mean-variance port-
folio of Markowitz (1952): the optimal weights are very
sensitive to estimation errors in the assets’ expected re-
turn. To tackle this robustness issue, one can simply dis-
regard the portfolio’s expected return constraint, lead-
ing to the risk-based allocation framework (see e.g. Ar-
dia et al. 2017). Minimum risk portfolios have in par-
ticular attracted investors’ attention as “the minimum-
variance portfolio usually performs better out of sample
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than any other mean-variance portfolio - even when the
Sharpe ratio or other performance measures related to
both the mean and variance are used for the comparison”
(DeMiguel and Nogales 2009 p.560).
Minimum risk portfolios are commonly built using the
variance as risk measure. As the sample-based minimum
variance portfolio is still quite vulnerable to estimation er-
rors, various robust alternatives have been developed (see
Fabozzi et al. 2010 and Scutella` and Recchia 2013 for re-
views). Shrinkage estimation as introduced by Ledoit and
Wolf (2003, 2004a,b) has proved particularly appealing.
Still, the problem remains that the variance is an ade-
quate risk measure only for Gaussian distributions and is
largely unaffected by increasing tail concentration (Ver-
morken et al. 2012). As a result, the minimum variance
portfolio does not account for the non-normality of as-
set returns. Two main alternative approaches can be em-
ployed to deal with non-normality. First, one can min-
imize a downside risk measure, e.g. the minimum VaR
and CVaR portfolios. However, such portfolios coincide
with a mean-risk approach (Fabozzi et al. 2010), produc-
ing robustness issues as for the mean-variance portfolio.
Second, one can extend the Taylor expansion of the util-
ity function to include the portfolio return’s third and/or
fourth moments (see e.g. Adcock 2014). However, robusti-
fying such higher-order portfolios is very challenging due
to increased dimensionality and large sensitivity to out-
liers.
In this article, we propose a new (albeit natural) way
of designing robust minimum risk portfolios that account
for the non-normality of asset returns. We do so by min-
imizing the portfolio return’s uncertainty measured via
the exponential of Re´nyi entropy, estimated within a ro-
bust m-spacings framework. The optimal portfolios so
obtained are called minimum Re´nyi entropy portfolios.
Entropy is a well-known concept coming from informa-
tion theory. It precisely aims at quantifying the uncer-
tainty/amount of randomness conveyed by a distribution,
embedding all higher-order moments (Cover and Thomas
2006). As a result, it is not surprising to notice that Shan-
non entropy (the most standard definition of entropy)
has been recognized as an appealing measure in finance
(Sbuelz and Trojani 2008, Zhou et al. 2013, Ormos and
Zibriczky 2014) portfolio management (Philippatos and
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Wilson 1972, Dionisio et al. 2006, Vermorken et al. 2012,
Flores et al. 2017) and utility theory (Yang and Qiu 2005,
Abbas 2006, Jose et al. 2008). However, when using en-
tropy to construct optimal portfolios, the literature is so
far limited to employing entropy as a penalty term be-
sides a more standard cost function: one considers the
weights as discrete probabilities, and uses their entropy
as a penalty term to shrink them towards the equally-
weighted solution (see Bera and Park 2008, Zhou et al.
2013). Instead, we use the entropy of the portfolio re-
turn’s distribution (not that of the weights) as the risk-
based cost function. Searching for the weights minimizing
the latter amounts to minimize the returns’ uncertainty
and thus provides the minimum risk portfolio in the sense
of information theory.
In addition, we rely on Re´nyi entropy, an extension
of Shannon entropy. It features a parameter α ∈ [0,∞]
that allows one to trade off the minimization of central
and tail uncertainty. We argue in particular in favor of
setting α ∈ [0, 1] as, then, Re´nyi entropy has natural
connections with measures of spread (as shown by the
extended Chebyshev’s inequality of Campbell 1966) and
with a minimum variance-kurtosis objective (as shown by
a novel Gram-Charlier expansion of the measure). The
empirical results support that choice as well.
Our contribution is organized as follows. Section 2 ex-
plores the theoretical properties of the exponential Re´nyi
entropy and makes the link with the notion of risk. Sec-
tion 3 follows with the minimum Re´nyi entropy portfolio
and its connections with higher-order moments. Section
4 derives a robust m-spacings estimator of the measure
and studies its consistency and robustness. We design and
perform an empirical out-of-sample performance study of
the proposed method in Section 5. Minimum Re´nyi en-
tropy portfolios are shown to outperform standard mini-
mum risk portfolios in terms of risk-adjusted performance,
while achieving a reasonable level of turnover for values
of α close to zero. Section 6 concludes.
For conciseness, the proofs of the different propositions
are reported in the Online Resources.
2. Exponential Re´nyi entropy and risk
measurement
We start this section by introducing the Re´nyi entropy, a
flexible measure that quantifies the uncertainty of a ran-
dom variable from its distribution. It encompasses the
well-known Shannon entropy which is recovered as a spe-
cial case. We then show how its exponential transform can
be thought of as a deviation risk measure. A discussion
of the impact of Re´nyi’s α parameter closes the section,
arguing in particular that setting α ∈ [0, 1] should be fa-
vored in our portfolio selection context.
In the sequel, we respectively denote FX and fX the
cdf and pdf of a random variable X . We are exclusively
interested in continuous distributions.
2.1. Shannon and Re´nyi entropy
The entropy of a random variable X commonly refers to
its Shannon entropy, first introduced by Shannon (1948),
giving birth to a new scientific discipline: information the-
ory. It is defined as
H(X) := H [fX ] := −E
(
ln fX(X)
)
. (2.1)
This measure is known to quantify the amount of random-
ness embedded inX . For instance, whenX is a continuous
random variable with bounded support, this quantity is
maximized for the uniform distribution, which is the most
uncertain one. Shannon entropy embeds many important
properties. We refer to Cover and Thomas (2006) for an
extended treatment.
Re´nyi (1961) proposed a generalization of Shannon en-
tropy in (2.1) with the help of a parameter α ∈ R+. The
idea was to consider a generalized averaging of − ln fX ,
leading to the following definition:
Hα(X) := Hα[fX ] :=
1
1− α lnE
(
fα−1X (X)
)
, (2.2)
whenever the expectation exists. Shannon entropy is re-
covered as a special case in the sense that
lim
α→1
Hα(X) := H1(X) = H(X) . (2.3)
Just like Shannon entropy, Re´nyi entropy enjoys inter-
esting properties. However, its exponential transform has
more natural properties in the context of risk. The next
section is dedicated to a more detailed analysis of the ex-
ponential Re´nyi entropy and its connection with deviation
risk measures.
2.2. Exponential Re´nyi entropy
We denote by Hexpα the exponential Re´nyi entropy, which,
from (2.2), reads as
Hexpα (X) := exp(Hα(X)) =
(∫
(fX(x))
αdx
) 1
1−α
.
(2.4)
This quantity was first introduced by Campbell (1966)
who studied its relevance as a measure of spread of a dis-
tribution for α ∈ [0, 1]. We come back to the link between
Hexpα and measures of spread in Section 2.4. In this arti-
cle, we apply this measure to the construction of minimum
risk portfolios (see Section 3).
2.2.1. Properties
From the properties of Re´nyi entropy (see Koski and Pers-
son 1992, Johnson and Vignat 2007, Pham et al. 2008),
Hexpα obeys the below properties.
Proposition 2.1. Let c be a real constant. Hexpα (X) sat-
isfies the following properties:
(i) translation-invariance:
Hexpα (X + c) = H
exp
α (X) ;
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(ii) scaling property:
Hexpα (cX) = |c|Hexpα (X) ;
(iii) it is non-increasing and continuous in α .
2.2.2. Connection with deviation risk measures
Quantifying uncertainty, it is appealing to use the expo-
nential Re´nyi entropy as a deviation risk measure, intro-
duced by Rockafellar et al. (2006).
Definition 2.1. A deviation risk measure is any func-
tional D : Lp(Ω)→ [0,∞] satisfying:1
(i) Positivity: D(X) > 0 for all non-constant X , and
D(X) = 0 for any constant X ;
(ii) Positive homogeneity: D(cX) = cD(X) ∀c > 0 ;
(iii) Translation-invariance: D(X + c) = D(X) ∀c ∈ R ;
(iv) Sub-additivity: D(X + Y ) 6 D(X) +D(Y ) .
Let us show that Hexpα fulfills the first three properties
of deviation risk measures (sub-additivity is dealt with in
next section).
Positive homogeneity (ii) and translation invariance
(iii) result from the properties of Hexpα in Proposition
2.1. Regarding positivity (i), Hexpα (X) is strictly positive
if X is non-constant from the positivity of the density
fX . To see that it is null if X is constant, let us compute
Hexpα (k) where k is a constant by computing the limit
of Hexpα (k + cX) as c tends to zero for a given random
variable X of finite entropy:
Hexpα (k) = lim
c↓0
Hexpα (k + cX) = lim
c↓0
cHexpα (X) = 0 .
2.2.3. The sub-additivity property
In this section, we begin with underlining that whereas
Hexpα is expected to be sub-additive for most cases en-
countered in portfolio selection, it is not, strictly speaking,
sub-additive.
Proposition 2.2. Hexpα is, generally speaking, not a sub-
additive measure.
Proof. Appendix A gives three analytical counter-
examples to sub-additivity using pairs of random vari-
ables (X,Y ) : a pair of independent one-sided (Le´vy),
a pair of independent two-sided bimodal (Gaussian mix-
tures) based on the entropy bounds derived in Vrins et
al. (2007), and eventually a pair of comonotonic random
variables.
1Lp(Ω) is the space of random variables defined on the support
set Ω having finite pth moment.
We stress that this proposition contradicts some state-
ments recently made in the portfolio management litera-
ture (see e.g. Flores et al. 2017).2
It is however worth stressing that those counter-
examples are atypical in portfolio applications. The Le´vy
distribution for instance is extremely heavy-tailed: none
of the moments are defined, and asset returns exibit much
lighter tails in practice (Cont 2001). Similarly, multi-
modal distributions and comonotonicity are behaviours
that rarely arise in portfolio management.
In fact, just like for the Value-at-Risk (Danielsson et
al. 2013), sub-additivity of the exponential Re´nyi en-
tropy can be reasonably assumed to hold in the spe-
cific context of portfolio optimization. For instance, the
exponential Re´nyi entropy of Z ∼ N (µ, σ) collapses to
Hexpα (Z) = σ
√
2πα1/(α−1) (Koski and Persson 1992).
From the stability of the Gausian distribution, the sub-
additivity property is equivalent to σX+Y 6 σX + σY ,
which in turns holds from the sub-additivity of the stan-
dard deviation (Artzner et al. 1999).
However, this particular case is quite restrictive as asset
returns are typically not well described by the Gaussian
distribution. A more appealing candidate to model the fat
tails observed in asset returns is the general class of el-
liptical (a.k.a. radial) distributions, that has many appli-
cations in mathematical finance and portfolio theory, see
e.g. Chen et al. (2011). Elliptical distributions comprise,
among others, the Gaussian, Student’s t, Cauchy and
Laplace distributions. As the next proposition shows, the
exponential Re´nyi entropy is sub-additive when (X,Y ) is
distributed according to an elliptical distribution, provid-
ing a broader and more realistic sufficient condition than
the Gaussian setting.
Proposition 2.3. Let (X,Y ) ∼ El(µ,Σ, g2) with
El(µ,Σ, g2) a bivariate elliptical distribution, i.e.
fX,Y (x) = |Σ|−1/2g2
(
(x− µ)′Σ−1(x− µ)) ,
where g2 is a non-negative density generator function
and |Σ| is the absolute value of the determinant of Σ =(
σ2X ρσXσY
ρσXσY σ
2
Y
)
, the scale matrix of (X,Y ). Then, Hexpα
is sub-additive for the pair (X,Y ).
Proof. See Appendix B.1.
Remark 2.1. Proposition 2.3 can be extended to any
dimension, meaning that, if X = (X1, . . . , Xn) ∼
El(µ,Σ, gn), then H
exp
α
(∑n
i=1Xi
)
6
∑n
i=1H
exp
α (Xi).
Combined with the positive homogeneity property, this
means that Hexpα is sub-additive at the portfolio level, i.e.
denoting (w1, . . . , wn) positive portfolio weights, we have
Hexpα
(∑n
i=1 wiXi
)
6
∑n
i=1 wiH
exp
α (Xi).
2We are grateful to the authors of the aforementioned paper for
discussion about the provided counter-examples.
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2.3. Exponential Re´nyi entropy as a flexible risk
measure
This section explains how α allows to tune the relative
contributions of the central and tail parts of the distribu-
tion, leading to different definitions of risk.
To show this, consider the two extreme cases α = 0
and α =∞. As the next proposition shows, when α = 0,
Hexpα (X) measures the spread of X , while when α = ∞,
Hexpα (X) is given by the inverse of the supremum of fX
(see Koski and Persson 1992).
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a continuous random vari-
able, then Hexp0 (X) := lim
α↓0
Hexpα (X) and H
exp
∞ (X) :=
lim
α→∞
Hexpα (X) read as
Hexp0 (X) = L(Ω) , (2.5)
Hexp∞ (X) = 1/ supfX , (2.6)
where L(Ω) is the Lebesgue measure of the support set of
X, Ω := {x : fX(x) > 0}.
As one can see, changing αmodifies the way we measure
entropy, i.e. uncertainty, and so the risk. Taking α = 0
amounts to measure risk by the support of the distribu-
tion, while taking α =∞ amounts to measure risk by the
maximal probability. By minimizing the portfolio return’s
entropy, as we propose in the next section, one can there-
fore minimize the density range on the x-axis with α = 0
or maximize the density range on the y-axis with α =∞.
Hexp0 focuses only on extreme values (low entropy = low
distance between extreme values), whileHexp∞ focuses only
on the most likely outcomes (low entropy = high maximal
probability), and so, in the symmetric unimodal case, on
the center of the distribution.
From those two extreme cases, it results that, in port-
folio selection applications, taking α too large is not
desirable because Hexpα will barely be affected by tail
events, which is the criticism that is made about the vari-
ance. Conversely, by decreasing α, we assign more similar
“weight” to all events, hence increasing the relative im-
portance of tail events compared to events around the
mode.
Example 2.1. To illustrate this effect of α, Figure 2.1
shows how Hexpα (X), X ∼ t-Student(ν), evolves with ν
for different values of α. From Zografos and Nadarajah
(2005), Hexpα (X) expresses as
Hexpα (X) = (πν)
1−α
2
(
Γ
(
ν+1
2
)
Γ
(
ν
2
) )αΓ(α(ν+1)2 − 12)
Γ
(α(ν+1)
2
) . (2.7)
As one can see, when going from α = 2 to α = 0.4, the
sensitivity to the increase of tail uncertainty is indeed
increasingly visible.
2.4. Appeal of the α ∈ [0, 1] case in a portfolio
selection context
The previous section argued how decreasing the value of
α allows one to obtain a measure of entropy that is in-
creasingly more affected by tail events. In this section,
we show more specifically that investors should favor set-
ting α ∈ [0, 1], in which case Hexpα provides an appealing
extension of the variance as a risk criterion.
First, for α ∈ [0, 1], Hexpα has close connections with
measures of spread. By minimizing the variance, investors
ensure that most of the probability distribution of the
portfolio return is concentrated in some small interval
around the mean. This is established by Chebyshev’s in-
equality which, given the set Ak = {x ∈ Ω | |x−E(X)| ≥
k}, says that
P(X ∈ Ak) ≤ Var(X)
k2
.
Similarly, for α ∈ [0, 1], a small value of Hexpα (X) entails
that most of the probability distribution of X is concen-
trated on a set of small Lebesgue measure. This is de-
termined by Campbell (1966)’s extended Chebyshev’s in-
equality.
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a continuous random variable
whose Re´nyi entropy is defined for α ∈ [0, 1]. Then, given
α ∈ [0, 1] and A′k = {x ∈ Ω | fX(x) ≤ k}, the following
inequality holds:
P(X ∈ A′k) ≤
(
kHexpα (X)
)1−α
. (2.8)
This inequality is more general than Chebyshev’s inequal-
ity as it does not only deal with the absolute deviation
around the mean, but instead relates the spread in terms
of the size of the set on which most of the probability den-
sity is situated. For a unimodal random variable X with
Ω = R and fX(x) → 0 as x → ±∞, which is common
for asset returns, then there are only two values of x for
which fX(x) = k (if k < mode(X)). Denoting them x
−
k
and x+k , we have x
−
k < mode(X) < x
+
k and (2.8) means
that
P(x−k < X < x
+
k ) ≥ 1−
(
kHexpα (X)
)1−α → 1
as Hexpα (X) → 0. In other words, if Hexpα (X) is small,
the probability that X is concentrated on a small interval
around its mode is close to one.
A second argument in favor of setting α ∈ [0, 1] is re-
lated to the Gram-Charlier expansion of Re´nyi entropy
derived in Section 3.2. The expansion will show that, when
α ∈ [0, 1], the coefficient in front of the kurtosis of X is
positive (and instead negative for α > 1) and so that an
increase in kurtosis decreases the Re´nyi entropy, as de-
sired by investors.
Third, the empirical results presented in Section 5.2 dis-
play a largely better performance of the minimum Re´nyi
entropy portfolio when α ∈ [0, 1] as well.
3. Minimum Re´nyi entropy portfolio
Given the good match between the theoretical proper-
ties of Hexpα and the desirable features of portfolio selec-
tion criteria, we use this measure as an objective func-
tion to design investment strategies. In particular, we
4
Figure 2.1: The sensitivity of Hexpα to the tail uncertainty of X ∼ t-Student(ν) increases when α decreases. Notes:
We report Hexpα (X) in (2.7) for different values α as a function of the number of degrees of freedom ν of X .
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propose to construct a minimum risk portfolio, called
the minimum Re´nyi entropy (MRE) portfolio, that min-
imizes the exponential Re´nyi entropy of the portfolio re-
turn. We denote by P the portfolio return such that
P = w′X =
∑n
i=1 wiXi where w = (w1, . . . , wn)
′ is the
vector of portfolio weights and X = (X1, . . . , Xn)
′ is the
random vector of assets’ return.
3.1. Definition
The MRE portfolio over an investment set of n assets for
a given α is defined as
w⋆α := arg min
w∈W
Hexpα (P ) , (3.1)
where W is a set of constraints on w, including the full
investment constraint 1′nw = 1.
Note that, being affected by higher-order moments that
are non-convex functions of the weights (Jurczenko and
Maillet 2006), the optimization program in (3.1) may not
necessarily be convex, i.e. feature only one local optimum.
Hence, in solving for the MRE portfolio, one must ideally
resort to global optimization techniques rather than stan-
dard local optimizers. We come back to this matter in
Section 5.1.4.
3.2. Connection with moments-based portfolios:
A Gram-Charlier expansion
Traditional minimum risk portfolios are built from specific
moments of the portfolio return, typically the variance,
leading to the minimum variance portfolio, and possibly
higher-order moments as in e.g. Martellini and Ziemann
(2010), Adcock (2014) and Vanduffel and Yao (2017), that
we call higher-order portfolios.
In the classical Markowitz Gaussian setting, the MRE
portfolio coincides with the minimum variance portfolio
as there is a one-to-one correspondence between Hexpα and
the variance for Gaussian random variables.
In a more general setting however, the MRE portfo-
lio is more attractive than the minimum variance one as
it accounts for the uncertainty coming from higher-order
moments. To see this, it is useful to derive a truncated
Gram-Charlier (GC) expansion of Re´nyi entropy.
Proposition 3.1. Let X ∈ L4(Ω) and note X˜ =
(X − E(X))/√Var(X) its standardized copy. Define
Skew(X) = E(X˜3) and Kurt(X) = E(X˜4) − 3. Then,
the truncated GC expansion of Hα(X), denoted H
GC
α (X),
writes as
HGCα (X) :=Hα
[N (0,√Var(X))]+ k1(α)Kurt(X)
+ k2(α)Skew(X)
2 + k3(α)Kurt(X)
2 ,
(3.2)
with coefficients
k1(α) =
1− α
8α
,
k2(α) = −3α
2 − 6α+ 5
24α3/2
,
k3(α) = −3α
4 − 12α3 + 42α2 − 60α+ 35
384α5/2
.
(3.3)
Proof. See Appendix B.2.
The three coefficients k1(α), k2(α) and k3(α) are dis-
played in Figure 3.1.
Setting α = 1, we get the GC expansion HGC1 (X) =
H1
[N (0,√Var(X))]− 112Skew(X)2− 148Kurt(X)2 derived in Hyva¨rinen et al. (2001). Hence,
the ability to control for kurtosis is a notable advantage
of Re´nyi entropy over Shannon entropy, as in the latter
case k1(1) = 0.
The connection between the MRE and higher-
order portfolios is now made explicit. We have
Hα
[N (0,√Var(P ))] = Hα[N (0, 1)]+ 12 lnVar(P ), which
5
Figure 3.1: Coefficients k1(α), k2(α) and k3(α) of the Gram-Charlier expansion of Re´nyi entropy. Notes: The
Gram-Charlier expansion and expressions for the coefficients are displayed in Equations (3.2) and (3.3).
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w⋆α ≈ arg min
w∈W
1
2
lnVar(P ) + k1(α)Kurt(P )
+ k2(α)Skew(P )
2 + k3(α)Kurt(P )
2 .
(3.4)
When fP is close to a Gaussian, the main contribut-
ing higher-order term will be k1(α)Kurt(P ). When α <
1, k1(α) > 0 and so the MRE portfolio is similar to
a minimum variance-kurtosis portfolio, which, as noted
by Martellini and Ziemann (2010), is a well-performing
higher-order portfolio as estimators for even moments are
less noisy than estimators for odd moments. When α > 1
however, k1(α) < 0 and so the effect is reversed. In line
with investors’ preferences for kurtosis, setting α ∈ [0, 1]
is thus more natural, as we noted in Section 2.4.
Hence, in line with Section 2.3, by playing with α one
trades off the minimization of the central (variance) and
tail (kurtosis) uncertainty, i.e. of the first two even mo-
ments.
Example 3.1. Consider n = 2 assets X1 = X ⊥ X2 = Y
that follow a zero-mean Student’s t distribution with
(σX , νX) = (0.3, 10) and (σY , νY ) = (0.2, 6). We build
a portfolio P = wX + (1 − w)Y and evaluate Hexpα (P )
by numerical integration. On Figure 3.2, we display how
Hexpα (P ),
√
Var(P ) and Kurt(P ) depend on w. As we can
see, when α is high enough, w⋆ is close to the minimum
variance solution because σX > σY and that mostly cen-
tral events matter when α is high. However, the more α
decreases, the more important is the impact of the fatter
tails of Y (νY < νX) and so the more w
⋆ approaches the
minimum kurtosis solution.
Given that k2(α) and k3(α) are negative for all α, the
two additional terms k2(α)Skew(P )
2 and k3(α)Kurt(P )
2
can be interpreted as driving the solution away from the
3Minimizing Hexpα (P ) or Hα(P ) is equivalent as exp(x) is a
monotonically increasing function.
Gaussian’s skewness and kurtosis. This is intuitive as,
under a fixed mean and variance, the Shannon entropy
is maximized for the Gaussian distribution (Cover and
Thomas 2006).
Finally, note that the optimization program in (3.1)
can accommodate an additional constraint on the portfo-
lio expected return of the form E(P ) = w′µ ≥ µ0 with µ
the vector of assets’ expected return, to account for the
fact that investors do not only look at the risk, but also
at the reward. In light of the GC expansion, such a frame-
work would be linked to higher-moment efficient frontiers
studied by e.g. Adcock (2014) and Qi et al. (2017). In the
empirical study, we however concentrate on risk minimiza-
tion due to the technical difficulties inherent in estimating
the vector µ (see Section 1) that yield significant loss in
out-of-sample performance.
4. Robust m-spacings estimator of Hexpα
In this section, we explain how, given a finite sample
{Pt}16t6T with Pt =
∑n
i=1 wiXi,t, one can estimate
Hexpα (P ) in a robust way. In particular, we propose to
use an estimator based on sample-spacings and discuss
its properties in terms of consistency and robustness.
4.1. Motivation and expression for the m-
spacings estimator
To avoid making assumptions about the portfolio return’s
distribution, we are looking for a non-parametric esti-
mator of Hexpα (P ). There exists substantial research on
non-parametric estimation of Shannon entropy, reviews
of which can be found in Beirlant et al. (1997).
A natural way of estimating entropy is the plug-in esti-
mate where a density estimator is plugged into the inte-
gral defining the entropy. One could for example choose
the well-known Parzen (a.k.a. kernel) estimator. However,
this estimator is known to be very sensitive to the band-
width parameter, which can yield issues of stability for
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Figure 3.2: The minimum Re´nyi entropy portfolio trades off the minimization of variance and kurtosis. Notes: X ⊥ Y
follow a zero-mean Student’s t distribution with (σX , νX) = (0.3, 10) and (σY , νY ) = (0.2, 6). We consider a portfolio
P = wX + (1 − w)Y and plot its standard deviation √Var(P ), excess kurtosis Kurt(P ) and exponential Re´nyi
entropy Hexpα (P ) for different values of α and w ∈ [0, 1].
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our portfolio optimization context.4 Instead, m-spacings
estimation of entropy is more reliable: Wachowiak et al.
(2005) show that such estimators “are robust and accu-
rate, compare favorably to the popular Parzen window
method for estimating entropies, and, in many cases, re-
quire fewer computations than Parzen methods.” There-
fore, we rely on a robust m-spacings estimator of Re´nyi
entropy that extends the Shannon entropy m-spacings
estimator of Learned-Miller and Fisher (1993), a “con-
sistent, rapidly converging and computationally efficient
estimator of entropy which is robust to outliers.”
Appendix C gives a detailed derivation of the estima-
tor, of which we only report the final expression here for
conciseness.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a continuous random vari-
able. Then, them-spacings estimator of Hexpα (X), denoted
Ĥexpα (m,T ), reads as
Ĥexpα (m,T ) :=(
1
T −m
T−m∑
i=1
(
T + 1
m
(
X(i+m:T ) −X(i:T )))1−α) 11−α ,
(4.1)
where X(1:T ) 6 X(2:T ) 6 · · · 6 X(T :T ) are the order
statistics of X (i.e. the observations sorted by increasing
order) and m ∈ [1, T − 1] is an integer parameter.
Proof. See Appendix C.
The parameter m is a free parameter of great impor-
tance: increasing its value reduces the estimator’s vari-
ance by grouping more order statistics in each spacing
X(i+m:T ) − X(i:T ). As a consequence, it plays a crucial
4When applied to our empirical data in Section 5, the Parzen es-
timator (with Gaussian kernel) achieves a worse risk-adjusted per-
formance than the m-spacings estimator considered here for a wide
range of values of the bandwidth parameter.
role as it determines the robustness of the estimator, and
in turn of the MRE portfolio. We come back to this in
Section 4.2.2.
Taking the limit where α→ 1, we recover the exponen-
tial of the estimator of Learned-Miller and Fisher (1993):
Ĥexp1 (m,T ) :=
exp
(
1
T −m
T−m∑
i=1
ln
(
T + 1
m
(
X(i+m:T ) −X(i:T )))) .
(4.2)
4.2. Properties of the m-spacings estimator
m-spacings estimation of entropy has attracted numer-
ous research (see Beirlant et al. 1997) and dates a while
back, e.g. Vasicek (1976). However, it has been considered
mainly for Shannon entropy and, even for this specific
case, only asymptotic behaviour has been studied. In the
general case α 6= 1, consistency has not been established.
In this section, we first discuss the estimator’s proper-
ties in terms of consistency, arguing that the estimator’s
asymptotic bias can be ignored for the sake of our port-
folio application. Second, we show how the parameter m
determines the estimator’s robustness.
4.2.1. Asymptotic bias
Let us first consider the case α = 1 and denote
Ĥ1(m,T ) := ln Ĥ
exp
1 (m,T ). van Es (1992) proved that
Ĥ1(m,T ) is asymptotically biased but, interestingly, that
the bias only depends on the fixed value of m and not on
the density fX :
Ĥ1(m,T )−H1(X)→ ψ(m)− lnm a.s. , (4.3)
where ψ(x) = ddx ln Γ(x) is the digamma function. Equa-
tion (4.3) means that we can simply subtract the bias to
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get a consistent estimator. Getting back to the exponen-
tial case, this means that
me−ψ(m)Ĥexp1 (m,T )→ Hexp1 (X) a.s. (4.4)
Interestingly, as readily seen from (4.4), because the
asymptotic bias depends only on m when α = 1, using
the bias-corrected estimator in (4.4) or the biased esti-
mator in (4.2) is equivalent when searching the weights
that minimize the entropy in (3.1). Ideally, we would want
the same result to hold for all α, i.e. the asymptotic bias
to depend only on α and m. While such a result is not
known, Hegde et al. (2005) note that “in many practi-
cal applications, [...] this bias does not affect the solution,
since it is independent of the true data distribution [...].”
Further, as we now show, the estimator’s bias for X and
X˜ = (X − µ)/σ is the same, i.e. it does not depend on
the specific location and scale of X .
Proposition 4.2. Let X˜ = (X − µ)/σ and
Ĥα(X ;m,T ) := ln Ĥ
exp
α (X ;m,T ), then the m-spacings
estimator’s bias B
(
Ĥα(X ;m,T )
)
:= E
(
Ĥα(X ;m,T )
) −
Hα(X) = B
(
Ĥα(X˜;m,T )
)
.
Proof. See Appendix B.3.
4.2.2. Robustness to outliers
The parameter m acts as a smoothing parameter that
controls the estimator’s variance. This section shows that
increasing m makes the m-spacings estimator more ro-
bust to outliers, which is crucial to ensure a solid out-
of-sample performance of the MRE portfolio. Robustness
conveys that a small perturbation from the true return
distribution yields only a small change in the estimator’s
value.
In assessing the robustness of an estimator, the Empir-
ical Influence Function (EIF) represents a useful tool (see
Hampel et al. 1986). Given an estimator θˆ(X1, . . . , XT ) of
a quantity θ based on a sample of size T , EIFθˆ(rˆ) mea-
sures the sensitivity of the estimator θˆ to the addition of
a supplementary observation rˆ in the sample:
EIFθˆ(rˆ) := (T + 1)
(
θˆ(X1, . . . , XT ; rˆ)− θˆ(X1, . . . , XT )
)
.
(4.5)
Intuitively, the lower is EIFθˆ(rˆ), the more robust is the
estimator θˆ. Figure 4.1 illustrates the EIF of the m-
spacings estimator - EIFĤexpα (rˆ) - for T = 250 values from
X ∼ N (µ = 0, σ = 0.2). Following Hampel et al. (1986),
we set Xi = µ + σΦ
−1
(
i
T+1
)
to eliminate the random
sample variability. We consider rˆ ∈ [−5σ, 5σ] and report
the results for α = 0.5 only as other values yield similar
insights. One can indeed observe that the EIF decreases
with m for large enough values of rˆ, i.e. for outliers.
5. Out-of-sample empirical study
We finish the article with an out-of-sample performance
study of the MRE portfolio that aims at showing the prac-
tical interest of the proposed portfolio policy compared to
several existing strategies. The study is performed on six
datasets commonly used as benchmarks in the portfolio
optimization literature.
5.1. Methodology
5.1.1. Strategies of comparison
The reported results compare the MRE portfolio with
α ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2} to five different minimum vari-
ance (MV) portfolios. The first four solve the quadratic
optimization program
w⋆ = arg min
w∈W
w′Σw (5.1)
by estimating Σ with the sample covariance matrix Σ̂ and
the three robust shrinkage estimators developed by Ledoit
and Wolf (2003, 2004a,b):
Σ̂CC := δ
⋆F̂CC + (1− δ⋆)Σ̂ , Σ̂SF := δ⋆F̂SF + (1 − δ⋆)Σ̂ ,
Σ̂I := δ
⋆F̂I + (1− δ⋆)Σ̂ ,
(5.2)
where δ⋆ minimizes the Frobenius norm between the
shrinkage estimator and the true matrix Σ. The three tar-
get matrices are based upon a constant correlation model
(F̂CC), a single-factor model (F̂SF ) and a multiple of the
identity matrix (F̂I).
The fifth MV portfolio is the one-step M-portfolio (MP)
of DeMiguel and Nogales (2009):
(w⋆, µ⋆) = arg min
w∈W, µ
1
T
T∑
t=1
ρ(Pt − µ) , (5.3)
where ρ is the Huber’s robust loss function
ρ(x) :=
{
x2/2 if |x| 6 c
c(|x| − c/2) if |x| > c , c = 1% . (5.4)
We note that we have also implemented the robust
Bayes-Stein mean-variance portfolio of Jorion (1986) as
well as the minimum VaR portfolio using the robust esti-
mator in Boudt et al. (2008). We do not report their re-
sults as, even though such criteria are positively affected
by higher returns, they feature a lower risk-adjusted per-
formance than the MRE portfolio due to their sensitiv-
ity to the portfolio expected return. The equally-weighted
strategy has been considered as well but, while it naturally
achieves the lowest turnover, it is largely outperformed by
all the other strategies and so is not reported either.
5.1.2. Datasets
We rely upon six monthly returns datasets from the Ken-
neth French library that are extensively used as bench-
marks in the literature to compare portfolio strategies
(see e.g. DeMiguel et al. 2009a,b, Behr et al. 2013 and
Ardia et al. 2017). The datasets are listed on Table 5.1.
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Figure 4.1: Increasing m improves the robustness to outliers of the m-spacings estimator Ĥexpα (m,T ). Notes: T = 250
observations are generated from X ∼ N (µ = 0, σ = 0.2) by setting Xi = µ+ σΦ−1
(
i
T+1
)
. The EIF of Ĥexpα (m,T ) -
EIFĤexpα (rˆ) - is then reported for α = 0.5 and different values of m. It decreases with m in the space of outliers.
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Table 5.1: List of datasets considered in the empirical study. Notes: All datasets are made of monthly returns. The
value weighting scheme is considered for the industry portfolios. Source: Kenneth French library.
Datasets Abb. n Time period
6 Fama-French portfolios of firms sorted by size and book-to-market 6BTM 6 07/1963 - 06/2016
25 Fama-French portfolios of firms sorted by size and book-to-market 25BTM 25 07/1963 - 06/2016
6 Fama-French portfolios of firms sorted by size and momentum 6Mom 6 07/1963 - 06/2016
25 Fama-French portfolios of firms sorted by size and momentum 25Mom 25 07/1963 - 06/2016
10 industry portfolios representing the US stock market 10Ind 10 07/1963 - 06/2016
17 industry portfolios representing the US stock market 17Ind 17 07/1963 - 06/2016
5.1.3. Dynamic rebalancing
We construct the portfolios by dynamic rebalancing. Re-
balancing the weights not too frequently is important to
ensure a satisfactory performance and turnover (Carroll
et al. 2017), hence we set a rolling window of one year
as in Behr et al. (2013). The estimation window is set to
ten years, i.e. T = 120. We use as starting date 07/1963
as in DeMiguel et al. (2009b) and Behr et al. (2013), and
rebalance the portfolios until 06/2016. This represents an
out-of-sample period of 43 years.
5.1.4. Optimization
As pointed out in Section 3.1, the MRE optimization pro-
gram is, generally speaking, not a convex problem. There-
fore, to find the optimal weights, we rely on the global
optimizer of Ugray et al. (2007) based on the Nelder-
Mead algorithm. By doing so, we minimize the risk of
getting stuck in a local minimum. We observe on the dif-
ferent datasets that recompiling the optimization several
times yields essentially indistinguishable solutions, outlin-
ing that non-convexity is not a major issue.
5.1.5. Choice of m
As pointed out in Section 4.2.2, the value of m for the
m-spacings estimator is of paramount importance as it
determines the robustness of the MRE portfolio. To illus-
trate this, Table 5.1 reports, for the 10Ind dataset, the
time evolution of the MRE optimal weights for α = 0.5
and m = 2, 8, 24. These are unconstrained weights, i.e.
corresponding to W = {w ∈ Rn | 1′nw = 1}. The weights
of the M-portfolio are also reported for comparison. One
can clearly observe that increasingm improves the stabil-
ity of the optimal weights obtained.
As a first strategy, we have considered the leave-one-
out cross validation method, using as criteria maximum
return, minimum variance and maximum Sharpe ratio.
However, the results obtained were quite poor both in
terms of performance and turnover. Allowingm to change
at each rolling window seems to add instability to the
procedure and is not recommended.
Therefore, as a second strategy, we have used the sim-
ple rule-of-thumb m =
[
T 2/3
]
= 24 which works well on
the considered datasets. We observe actually that once m
is high enough, the results display only a very minor sen-
sitivity to the specific value of m that is chosen, so that
one can set m = 24 without fearing that another different
but close value would yield dissimilar results.5
5Specifically, the results in Table 5.2 for m = 18 and m = 35
yield a very similar performance. The only changes are in terms
of turnover, which is higher for m = 18 and nearly identical for
m = 35.
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Figure 5.1: Increasing m improves the stability of the MRE optimal weights. Notes: We report, for the 10Ind
dataset, the time evolution of optimal weights for the M-portfolio and MRE portfolio with α = 0.5 and m = 2, 8, 24.
The weights are unconstrained, i.e. W = {w ∈ Rn | 1′nw = 1}.
5.1.6. Weight constraints
To alleviate the estimation error, it is common in portfo-
lio optimization to restrict the solution spaceW . This has
the effect of improving the stability of the optimal weights
obtained and in turn the portfolios’ out-of-sample perfor-
mance. This is easily understood from Table 5.1, in which
all the portfolios feature a significant turnover in the un-
constrained case, even though n = 10 is relatively low in
comparison to the sample size T = 120.
Therefore, we optimize the different portfolios subject
to a constraint on the weights. We implement the global
variance-based constraint (GVBC) devised by Levy and
Levy (2014), which reads as
n∑
i=1
(
wi − 1
n
)2
σi
σ¯
≤ δ , (5.5)
where σi :=
√
Var(Xi) and σ¯ :=
1
n
∑n
i=1 σi. The un-
derlying rationale of GVBC is “to impose more stringent
constraints on stocks with relatively high standard devi-
ations, as the estimation errors for these stocks’ param-
eters, and hence the potential economic loss, are larger
than for stocks with relatively low standard deviations”
(Levy and Levy 2014 p.375). Using a U.S. industry port-
folio dataset, the authors observe largely improved out-of-
sample Sharpe ratios compared to several robust portfolio
selection strategies for a wide range of values of δ. In par-
ticular, the results are stable for δ between 10% and 25%.
In the sequel, we set δ at the higher hand, i.e. δ = 25%, as
too low values make it difficult to distinguish between the
different portfolios as they are too close to the equally-
weighted one (corresponding to δ = 0). The conclusions
of the empirical study remain the same for δ = 20% and
δ = 15%, though naturally less strikingly.
5.1.7. Performance measures
We measure the portfolios’ out-of-sample performance
and stability with three criteria:
1. The Sharpe ratio, defined as
SR := (E(P ) − rf )/
√
Var(P ) (5.6)
and estimated using sample estimators, which is the
most common performance measure used in the asset
allocation literature. For simplicity, we assume that
rf = 0, as in e.g. DeMiguel et al. (2009b), i.e. we
report the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation.
2. Given that the appeal of the MRE portfolio com-
pared to the minimum variance one is to account
for higher-order uncertainty, using the Sharpe ra-
tio alone is not sufficient to assess the merit of our
portfolio policy. Hence, we also report the adjusted
Sharpe ratio of Pe´zier (2004) that accounts for in-
vestors’ higher-moment preferences, defined as
ASR := SR
(
1 +
Skew(P )
3!
SR− Kurt(P )
4!
SR2
)
,
(5.7)
that we estimate using sample moment estimators.
3. To assess the stability and associated transaction
costs of the portfolios, we report the turnover, de-
fined as usual as
Turnover :=
1
R− 1
R∑
t=1
n∑
i=1
|wi,t+1 − wi,t+ | , (5.8)
where R = 43 is the number of rebalancing periods,
wi,t+1 is the desired weight of asset i at time t + 1
and wi,t+ is its weight before rebalancing at t+ 1.
All three criteria are expressed in annual terms.
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5.2. Out-of-sample results
The results are reported on Table 5.2. Several interesting
observations can be made.
First, comparing the six MRE portfolios, one can
clearly see that α = 1.5 and α = 2 yield by far the worst
performance. This is consistent with the Gram-Charlier
expansion in (3.2), where setting α > 1 favors solutions
with more kurtosis (as k1(α) < 0 in that case). Therefore,
both from a theoretical and empirical perspective, it is
recommended to set α 6 1, as argued in Section 2.4.
Second, the turnover of the MRE portfolio systemati-
cally increases with α. It does not increase too much from
α = 0.3 to α = 0.7 but then quickly increases dramat-
ically. This effect can be explained by the fact that the
convexity of Hexpα (P ) (as a function of w) decreases as α
increases. This is for example visible in Figure 3.2. This
makes that the minimum is more bound to change largely
from one rolling window to another as the objective func-
tion is flatter around the minimum the higher the α.
Third, it is appealing to observe that, for α ∈
{0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1}, the performance of the MRE portfolio
is very stable with respect to α. This is easily observed
by looking at the average SR and ASR across the six
datasets. This parameter robustness is an appealing be-
haviour for the decision-maker. Combined with the fact
that the turnover increases with α, this means that choos-
ing α quite low, in this case around α = 0.3, yields the
best trade-off between risk, return and turnover.6
Fourth, comparing the MRE and MV portfolios, one
can definitely observe that the MRE portfolios improve
upon the MV portfolios both in terms of SR and ASR,
except naturally for α = 1.5 and α = 2 that we discard
in the discussion below. Indeed, averaging across the six
datasets, each MRE portfolio displays larger SR and ASR
than all the MV portfolios. In terms of turnover however,
all the MRE portfolios display less stability than the MV
portfolios. This is to be expected as the MRE portfolio
is sensitive to the higher-order moments, which are more
affected by outliers than the variance. That said, for α =
0.3 and α = 0.5, the increase in turnover is quite modest
(around 4 percentage points on average for α = 0.3).
Therefore, we conclude that Re´nyi entropy provides a
better risk criterion than the variance in an asset allo-
cation context, especially for low values of α, specifically
around α = 0.3 for the datasets considered here.
6. Conclusion
Many studies from the wide scientific literature suggest
that minimum risk portfolios exhibit solid out-of-sample
performances in spite of the fact that there is no target
return constraint. Whereas variance – initially introduced
by Markowitz – is a natural risk measure in a Gaussian
6For completeness, we have checked the results for α ∈
{0.05, 0.1, 0.2} as well. The turnover barely decreases compared to
α = 0.3, and the Sharpe ratio measures remain nearly identical.
framework, it fails to capture extreme events that ar-
guably arise in real applications. In order to take this re-
ality into account, various alternative risk measures have
been put forward.
In this article, we have proposed a natural uncertainty
measure - the exponential Re´nyi entropy - as a higher-
moment criterion for portfolio selection. Re´nyi entropy
generalizes Shannon entropy, yielding a set of uncertainty
measures. Its parameter α enables to tune the relative
contributions of the central and tail parts of the distri-
bution in the measure. Its exponential transform fulfills
desirable properties as it is closely related to the class of
deviation risk measures, as well as to measures of spread
for α ∈ [0, 1].
Minimizing this measure yields the minimum Re´nyi en-
tropy portfolio. A Gram-Charlier expansion shows that
this portfolio represents a higher-moment extension of the
minimum variance portfolio, with α controlling the trade-
off between variance and kurtosis minimization.
In practical settings, the empirical study has demon-
strated that the minimum Re´nyi entropy portfolio fares
better out-of-sample compared to state-of-the-art robust
minimum variance portfolios in terms of trading off risk,
return and turnover, especially for α close to zero.
Beyond our application, this article points the appeal of
Re´nyi entropy in various operations research problems as
a powerful way of capturing higher-moment uncertainty,
and of using entropy as an optimization criterion rather
than just an ad hoc evaluation measure. In the partic-
ular case of portfolio selection, Re´nyi entropy has been
shown to be a powerful alternative to existing risk crite-
ria, opening the door to other applications. For instance,
one may apply Re´nyi entropy to the risk parity strat-
egy, which raises the challenge of computing the assets’
contributions to the portfolio return’s exponential Re´nyi
entropy.
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Appendices
A. Counter-examples to sub-additivity of Hexpα
In this section, we report the three counter-examples to
sub-additivity as mentioned in Proposition 2.2.
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Table 5.2: Out-of-sample Sharpe ratios, adjusted Sharpe ratios and turnover of the MRE and MV portfolios on the
six datasets. Notes: The portfolios are constructed with the methodology presented in Section 5.1.
Sharpe ratio (SR)
MRE portfolios MV portfolios
α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7 α = 1 α = 1.5 α = 2 Σ̂ Σ̂CC Σ̂SF Σ̂I MP
6BTM 0.844 0.845 0.846 0.841 0.832 0.815 0.835 0.821 0.833 0.836 0.841
25BTM 0.985 0.980 0.973 0.961 0.937 0.906 0.953 0.913 0.951 0.957 0.956
6Mom 0.768 0.763 0.753 0.750 0.716 0.700 0.738 0.741 0.738 0.737 0.731
25Mom 0.936 0.948 0.957 0.960 0.954 0.928 0.902 0.920 0.904 0.903 0.916
10Ind 0.995 1.001 1.014 1.013 0.971 0.936 0.977 0.970 0.983 0.973 0.976
17Ind 0.938 0.947 0.936 0.965 0.905 0.891 0.936 0.924 0.935 0.935 0.918
Average 0.911 0.914 0.913 0.915 0.886 0.863 0.890 0.882 0.891 0.890 0.890
Adjusted Sharpe ratio (ASR)
MRE portfolios MV portfolios
α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7 α = 1 α = 1.5 α = 2 Σ̂ Σ̂CC Σ̂SF Σ̂I MP
6BTM 0.829 0.830 0.831 0.826 0.816 0.800 0.822 0.809 0.821 0.824 0.826
25BTM 0.969 0.963 0.956 0.943 0.919 0.889 0.940 0.906 0.939 0.944 0.940
6Mom 0.759 0.753 0.744 0.741 0.708 0.694 0.730 0.733 0.729 0.729 0.723
25Mom 0.921 0.934 0.943 0.947 0.943 0.918 0.889 0.909 0.892 0.890 0.902
10Ind 0.990 0.995 1.005 1.004 0.965 0.927 0.973 0.966 0.979 0.968 0.972
17Ind 0.950 0.959 0.945 0.975 0.911 0.901 0.950 0.940 0.950 0.949 0.929
Average 0.903 0.906 0.904 0.906 0.877 0.855 0.884 0.877 0.885 0.884 0.882
Turnover
MRE portfolios MV portfolios
α = 0.3 α = 0.5 α = 0.7 α = 1 α = 1.5 α = 2 Σ̂ Σ̂CC Σ̂SF Σ̂I MP
6BTM 0.184 0.182 0.183 0.189 0.218 0.266 0.171 0.167 0.170 0.168 0.168
25BTM 0.499 0.535 0.616 0.966 1.356 1.502 0.448 0.464 0.443 0.445 0.478
6Mom 0.167 0.171 0.180 0.191 0.247 0.284 0.168 0.168 0.167 0.168 0.178
25Mom 0.437 0.444 0.523 0.635 0.860 1.200 0.417 0.413 0.410 0.416 0.422
10Ind 0.348 0.350 0.378 0.450 0.600 0.776 0.283 0.276 0.274 0.286 0.321
17Ind 0.526 0.568 0.685 0.825 1.033 1.246 0.449 0.422 0.433 0.452 0.467
Average 0.360 0.375 0.427 0.542 0.719 0.879 0.323 0.318 0.316 0.322 0.339
A.1. Le´vy distributions
Proposition. Hexp1 is not sub-additive for a pair (X,Y )
of independent Le´vy-distributed random variables.
Proof. The pdf of Z ∼ Le´vy(µ, σ) is given by fZ(x) =√
σ
2π
e
− σ
2(x−µ)
(x−µ)3/2
and is strictly positive for x > µ. Its ex-
ponential entropy is known in closed-form (see Zografos
and Nadarajah 2003): Hexp1 (Z) = 4σ
√
πe
1+2γ
2 , where γ ≈
0.577 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. We note the pa-
rameters of X,Y as (µX , σX) and (µY , σY ), respectively,
with σX , σY > 0. As Le´vy is a stable law, the sumX+Y is
again Le´vy-distributed with parameters µX+Y = µX+µY
and σX+Y = σX + σY + 2
√
σXσY . Sub-additivity is thus
equivalent to σX+Y 6 σX + σY ⇔ 2√σX√σY 6 0, which
never holds when σX , σY > 0.
A.2. Bimodal distributions
Proposition. Consider (ZX , ZY ) a pair of independent
standard Normal variables and (UX , UY ) a pair of inde-
pendent Bernoulli variables of parameter 1/2, indepen-
dent from both ZY , ZY . Define X := (2µXUX − µX) +
σZX , Y := (2µY UY − µY ) + σZY with constants µX , µY
and σ > 0. Then, Hexp1 is not sub-additive for the pair
(X,Y ) whenever e.g. (µX , µY ) = (1, 2) and σ < 0.3918.
Proof. Noting φ(x) the standard Gaussian density, the
marginal densities of X,Y are given by the Gaussian mix-
tures
fX(x) =
1
2σ
(
φ
(x+ µX
σ
)
+ φ
(x− µX
σ
))
,
fY (x) =
1
2σ
(
φ
(x+ µY
σ
)
+ φ
(x− µY
σ
))
.
(A.1)
It is easy to show (see e.g. Pham and Vrins 2005) that the
density of X + Y is
fX+Y (x) =
1
4σ
√
2
(
φ
(x+ µX + µY
σ
√
2
)
+ φ
(x+ µX − µY
σ
√
2
)
+ φ
(x− µX + µY
σ
√
2
)
+ φ
(x− µX − µY
σ
√
2
))
.
(A.2)
Because H1 only depends on the density fX of X , we de-
note H1[fX ] := H1(X). Vrins et al. (2007) show that, for
a random variable Z whose density can be written in the
form fZ(x) =
∑N
n=1 πnKn(x) with positive weights πn
summing to 1 and Gaussian kernels Kn(x) =
1
σn
φ
(
x−µn
σn
)
,
then H1(Z) can be bounded below and above. More ex-
plicitly,
H1(Z) 6 H1(Z) 6 H1(Z) , (A.3)
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with
H1(Z) :=
N∑
n=1
πnH1[Kn] + h(pi) ,
H1(Z) := H1(Z)−
N∑
n=1
πnǫ
′
n −
N∑
n=1
πn
[
ln
(
s
πnsn
)
+ 1
]
ǫn ,
(A.4)
where h(pi) := −∑Nn=1 πn lnπn, sn := maxxKn(x) =(√
2πσn
)−1
and s := maxn sn. Rearranging the µn by
increasing order and defining dn := min(µn−µn−1, µn+1−
µn) with µ0 := −∞, µN+1 :=∞ by convention, we have
ǫn := Erfc
(
dn
2
√
2σn
)
, ǫ′n :=
1
2
ǫn+
dn
2
√
2πσn
e
−
(
dn
2
√
2σn
)2
,
(A.5)
with the complementary error function Erfc(x) :=
2Φ(−x√2), where Φ is the standard Gaussian cdf.
Using these lower and upper bounds, the Hexp1 operator
fails to be sub-additive for the pair (X,Y ) if
exp(H1(X + Y )) > exp(H1(X)) + exp(H1(Y )) . (A.6)
Indeed, the LHS is a lower-bound to Hexp1 (X + Y ) while
the RHS is an upper-bound to Hexp1 (X) +H
exp
1 (Y ). Set-
ting (µX , µY ) = (µ, 2µ), the bounds in (A.4) applied to
the densities in (A.1)-(A.2) read as
H1(X) = H1(Y ) = ln
(
2σ
√
2πe
)
,
H1(X + Y ) = ln
(
8σ
√
πe
)− Erfc(µ/2σ)(3/2 + ln(4))
− µ
2σ
√
π
e−(µ/2σ)
2
,
(A.7)
from which we find for example that, setting µ = 1, (A.6)
holds as long as 0 < σ < 0.3918.
A.3. Comonotonic random variables
Proposition. Hexp1 is not sub-additive for a comonotonic
pair (X,Y ), with Y = F (X), F ′(X) ∼ Exp(1).
Proof. Two random variablesX,Y are comonotonic when
Y can be written as F (X) where F is a continuous strictly
increasing function. Denote G(x) := x + F (x), which is
also strictly increasing and so invertible, and denote H(x)
its inverse. Then, the cdf of X + Y = G(X) is given by
FX+Y (x) = P(G(X) 6 x) = P(X 6 H(x)) = FX(H(x)) ,
and its pdf reads
fX+Y (x) =
fX(H(x))
G′(H(x))
.
As a result, Hexp1 (X + Y ) becomes
Hexp1 (X + Y ) = exp
(
−
∫
fX(H(x))
G′(H(x))
ln
fX(H(x))
G′(H(x))
dx
)
.
A change of variable z = H(x) and algebraic manipula-
tions lead to
Hexp1 (X + Y ) = H
exp
1 (X) exp
(
E
(
ln(1 + F ′(X))
))
.
Based on a similar reasoning, we can show that
Hexp1 (Y ) = H
exp
1 (X) exp
(
E
(
lnF ′(X)
))
,
meaning that sub-additivity amounts to showing that
exp
(
E
(
ln(1+F ′(X))
))
6 1+exp
(
E
(
lnF ′(X)
))
. (A.8)
Let us now show instead a counter-example to (A.8)
where the left-hand side is higher than the right-hand side,
i.e. where Hexp1 is super-additive. Because F
′(X) has to
be a positive random variable (F is strictly increasing),
we consider F ′(X) := ζ ∼ Exp(1). Define W := ln(1 + ζ)
and Z := ln ζ. To have super-additivity, we have to show
that
eE(W ) > 1 + eE(Z) . (A.9)
One can find the pdf of W and Z to be given by
fW (x) = e
1+x−ex , x > 0 , (A.10)
fZ(x) = e
x−ex , x ∈ R . (A.11)
We can now compute the expectations. From (A.10),
E(W ) is given by the following integral:
E(W ) = e
∫ ∞
0
xex−e
x
dx .
A change of variable z = ex and integration by parts
yields
E(W ) = eΓ(0, 1) ≈ 0.596 ,
where Γ(s, x) =
∫∞
x
ts−1e−tdt is the upper incomplete
Gamma function. A similar derivation yields E(Z) =
−γ ≈ −0.577, i.e. minus the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Finally, we have in agreement with (A.9) that
eE(W ) = eeΓ(0,1) ≈ 1.815 > 1.561 ≈ 1 + e−γ = 1 + eE(Z) ,
hence providing a counter-example to sub-additivity.
B. Proofs of Propositions
B.1. Proof of Proposition 2.3
Proof. We set µ = 0 without loss of generality as Hexpα is
translation-invariant. The proof relies on the special con-
volution properties of elliptical distributions, see e.g. Fang
and Zhang (1990). In particular, any linear combination
of an elliptical random vector remains elliptical, meaning
that we can write
X ∼ El(σ2X , g1) , Y ∼ El(σ2Y , g1) , X+Y ∼ El(e′Σe, g1),
where e = (1, 1)′, and so e′Σe = σ2X + Σ
2
Y + 2ρσXσY .
Moreover, any elliptical distribution X can be written
as X = µ + AY , where AA′ = Σ and Y is a spherical
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distribution, i.e. an elliptical distribution with Σ = I, the
identity matrix. Applied to our case, this means that we
can write X = σXZ, Y = σY Z and X + Y =
√
e′ΣeZ,
with Z ∼ El(1, g1). Finally, the sub-additivity of Hexpα
reduces to
Hexpα (X + Y ) 6 H
exp
α (X) +H
exp
α (Y )
⇔
√
e′ΣeHexpα (Z) 6 σXH
exp
α (Z) + σYH
exp
α (Z)
⇔
√
σ2X + σ
2
Y + 2ρσXσY 6 σX + σY ,
which is true for any ρ ∈ [−1, 1].
B.2. Proof of Proposition 3.1
Proof. The truncated Gram-Charlier (GC) expansion of
the pdf of X ′ is given by
fX′(x) ≈ φ(x)
(
1 + Skew(X)
H3(x)
3!
+Kurt(X)
H4(x)
4!
)
.
(B.1)
The proof relies on special properties of the Hermite
polynomials Hi’s. Those are defined in relation with the
derivatives of the standard Gaussian pdf φ:
∂iφ(x)
∂xi
= (−1)iHi(x)φ(x) .
The first four polynomials are given by H1(x) = x,
H2(x) = x
2−1,H3(x) = x3−3x andH4(x) = x4−6x2+3.
They form an orthonormal system in the sense that∫
Hi(x)Hj(x)φ(x)dx =
{
i! if i = j
0 if i 6= j .
To find the GC expansion of Hα(X), we want to have a
similar system for the αth power of φ. One can check that
φα(x) = kφ(
√
αx) with k = (2π)
1−α
2 and that
∂iφ(
√
αx)
∂xi
= (−1)iH˜i(x)φ(
√
αx) ,
with H˜1(x) = αx, H˜2(x) = α
2x2−α, H˜3(x) = α3x3−3α2x
and H˜4(x) = α
4x4− 6α3x2+3α2. Hence, in relation with
the original polynomials Hi’s, φ(
√
αx) forms the system∫
Hi(x)Hj(x)φ(
√
αx)dx =
{
Ci(α) if i = j
0 if i 6= j .
Following algebraic manipulations, the first four coeffi-
cients Ci(α)’s express as
C1(α) = α
−3/2 ,
C2(α) =
(α− 2)α+ 3
α5/2
,
C3(α) =
3(3(α− 2)α+ 5
α7/2
,
C4(α) =
3(3α4 − 12α3 + 42α2 − 60α+ 35)
α9/2
.
Let us now first derive the GC expansion of Iα(X
′) :=∫
(fX′(x))
αdx. Using the results above and the second-
order Taylor expansion (1 + ε)α ≈ 1 + αε + α(α−1)2 ε2,
Iα(X
′) approximates as
Iα(X
′) ≈ I[N (0, 1)]+ 3kα(α− 1)2
4!α5/2
Kurt(X)
+
kα(α− 1)C3(α)
2× 3!2 Skew(X)
2+
kα(α− 1)C4(α)
2× 4!2 Kurt(X)
2.
Note that there is no Skew(X) term left because∫
φ(
√
αx)H3(x)dx = 0. Now, to finish, we need to get
back to Hα(X) =
1
1−α ln Iα(X). We apply the Taylor ex-
pansion
ln
(
I
[N (0, 1)]+ ε) ≈ ln I[N (0, 1)]+ I[N (0, 1)]−1ε ,
where I
[N (0, 1)] =√(2π)1−α/α, which finally yields
Hα(X) ≈ Hα
[N (0,Var(X))]+ k1(α)Kurt(X)
+ k2(α)Skew(X)
2 + k3(α)Kurt(X)
2 ,
where the functions k1(α), k2(α) and k3(α) are made ex-
plicit in (3.3).
B.3. Proof of Proposition 4.2
Proof. For notation purposes, we denote X0 := X
′. From
Royston (1982), the density of X(r:T ), the rth order statis-
tics of X , writes as
fX(r:T )(x) = (1 − FX(x))r−1(FX(x))T−rfX(x) . (B.2)
As we have FX(x) = FX0
(
x−µ
σ
)
and fX(x) =
fX0
(
x−µ
σ
)
/σ, we find from (B.2) that the density ofX(r:T )
is given by
fX(r:T )(x) =
1
σ
f
X
(r:T )
0
(x− µ
σ
)
,
meaning that
X(r:T ) ∼ µ+ σX(r:T )0 . (B.3)
Replacing (B.3) in the expression of Ĥα(X ;m,T ), we can
write
Ĥα(X ;m,T ) = lnσ + Ĥα(X0;m,T ) . (B.4)
Moreover, as Hexpα (X) = σH
exp
α (X0), we have lnσ =
Hα(X)−Hα(X0). Replacing this in (B.4) yields
Ĥα(X ;m,T ) = Hα(X)−Hα(X0) + Ĥα(X0;m,T )
⇔ Ĥα(X ;m,T )−Hα(X) = Ĥα(X0;m,T )−Hα(X0)
⇔ B(Ĥα(X ;m,T )) = B(Ĥα(X0;m,T )) ,
which completes the proof.
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C. Derivation of the m-spacings estimator of
Hexpα
This appendix derives the m-spacings estimator of Hexpα ,
whose final expression is reported in Section 4.1.
Consider i.i.d. copies X1, X2, . . . , XT of a continuous
random variable X . We denote X(1:T ) 6 X(2:T ) 6 · · · <
X(T :T ) the corresponding order statistics and define the
associated m-spacings (1 6 m < T ) as the sequence of
non-negative differences X(i+m:T ) − X(i:T ), for 1 6 i 6
T −m.
In a first step, we build a 1-spacing estimator of
Hexpα (X) because the case m = 1 has a natural relation
to a sample-spacings estimator of the density fX .
First, recall that the order statistics Y (1:T ), . . . , Y (T :T )
of a uniform U(0, 1) random variable Y follow a Beta dis-
tribution (Arnold et al. 1992). In particular,
E
(
Y (i:T )
)
=
i
T + 1
.
Let us now map X1, . . . , XT through FX to obtain T
U(0, 1) i.i.d. random variables Y i := FX(X i). Obviously,
the sequence FX(X
(1:T )), . . . , FX(X
(T :T )) agrees with the
order statistics Y (1:T ), . . . , Y (T :T ), leading to:
E
(
Y (i:T )
)
= E
(
FX
(
X(i:T )
))
= P
(
X 6 X(i:T )
)
=
i
T + 1
.
Hence, the expected probability mass between two order
statistics X(i:T ) 6 X(i+1:T ) is
E
(∫ X(i+1:T )
X(i:T )
fX(x)dx
)
=
1
T + 1
. (C.1)
One can use this key observation to obtain an estima-
tor f̂X of fX being told T order statistics. Indeed, one
can thus approximate fX(x) between two successive or-
der statistics X(i:T ), X(i+1:T ) by a constant ki such that
the corresponding probability mass∫ X(i+1:T )
X(i:T )
f̂X(x)dx =
∫ X(i+1:T )
X(i:T )
kidx
= ki
(
X(i+1:T ) −X(i:T ))
agrees with the expected probability mass in (C.1). De-
noting X(0:T ) := inf X and X(T+1:T ) := supX , this yields
ki =
1
(T + 1)(X(i+1:T ) −X(i:T ))
for X(i:T ) < x 6 X(i+1:T ). As the T + 1 spacings form a
partition of
[
X(0:T ), X(T+1:T )
]
, one can approximate the
density fX by
f̂X(x) =
T∑
i=0
1I{X(i:T )<x6X(i+1:T )} ki . (C.2)
This estimator corresponds to the histogram composed
of T + 1 bins with bounds [X(i:T ), X(i+1:T )], 0 6 i 6 T ,
and with height such that the area of each bin is equal to
1/(T + 1).
From this density estimator, one can derive a 1-spacing
plug-in estimator of Hexpα as follows.
Proposition C.1. Let the density fX of a continuous
random variable X be approximated by (C.2), then the
1-spacing plug-in estimator of Hexpα (X) is given by(
1
T + 1
T∑
i=0
(
(T + 1)
(
X(i+1:T ) −X(i:T )))1−α) 11−α .
(C.3)
Proof. The 1-spacing estimator of
∫
(fX(x))
αdx becomes∫
(f̂X(x))
αdx
=
T∑
i=0
∫ X(i+1:T )
X(i:T )
(f̂X(x))
αdx
=
T∑
i=0
1(
(T + 1)(X(i+1) −X(i)))α
∫ X(i+1:T )
X(i:T )
dx
=
1
T + 1
T∑
i=0
(
(T + 1)
(
X(i+1:T ) −X(i:T )))1−α ,
resulting in (C.3).
The estimator in (C.3) can not be used as such because,
in general, we do not know X(0:T ) and X(T+1:T ), i.e. the
true support of X . Following Learned-Miller and Fisher
(1993), we therefore disregard the values below X(1:T )
and above X(T :T ), and compensate this by a factor T+1T−1 ,
yielding the final approximation
Ĥexpα (1, T ) :=(
1
T − 1
T−1∑
i=1
(
(T + 1)
(
X(i+1:T ) −X(i:T )))1−α) 11−α .
As detailed by Learned-Miller and Fisher (1993) in the
specific case of Shannon entropy, the 1-spacing estimator
suffers from high variance. To reduce the asymptotic vari-
ance, one can consider a m-spacings estimator where the
m-spacings overlap. The counterpart of ki becomes
ki(m) :=
m
(T + 1)(X(i+m:T ) −X(i:T ))
for X(i:T ) < x 6 X(i+m:T ). However, because the
m-spacings overlap, they do not form a partition of[
X(0:T ), X(T+1:T )
]
anymore (the same x can fall in more
than one m-spacing), hence we lose the correspondence
with the density estimator as a weighted sum of indica-
tors in (C.2). Still, from the definition of ki(m), we can
consider this extension of Ĥexpα (1, T ):
Ĥexpα (m,T ) :=(
1
T −m
T−m∑
i=1
(
T + 1
m
(
X(i+m:T ) −X(i:T )))1−α) 11−α ,
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which corresponds to (4.1). Taking the limit α → 1, we
recover the estimator in (4.2):
Ĥexp1 (m,T ) :=
exp
(
1
T −m
T−m∑
i=1
ln
(
T + 1
m
(
X(i+m:T ) −X(i:T )))) .
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